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In [I] D. Blackwell extended a theorem due to A. Liapunov [2]. Blackwell 
proved the ranges of certain vector measures, which took values in R”, were 
compact and convex. This result has been the basis of many important 
theorems in the theory of optimal control (see, e.g., [3] or [4]). A different 
application of Blackwell’s work can be found in [5]. There it is shown that the 
existence of fixed points for a class of nonlinear integral equations can be 
deduced from Schauder’s fixed point theorem (see, e.g., [6]) without a priori 
convexity assumptions. When an attempt was made to extend the work in [5] 
to more general classes of equations, particularly equations in a Banach space, 
it was discovered that the Liapunov theorem held only in a restricted sense 
(see e.g., [7]). Hence the purpose of this paper is to prove a simple approximate 
version of the Liapunov theorem (Property 1 and Theorem 1) and to use this 
version to extend the result in [5]. A secondary title for this paper might be 
“A Fixed Point Theorem for Some Integral Operators in the Absence of 
Convexity Assumptions.” 
The paper is divided into two parts. Part I is the statement of basic notation, 
definitions and results. Part II consists of the proofs of the results stated in 
Part I. A general reference for vector measures will be [8] and a general 
reference for function analytic concepts will be [9]. The only topology 
considered for Banach spaces will be the normed topology. 
PART I 
Basic Notation 
1. The symbol /I * [ix or, if there is no confusion possible, (( * [/ will always 
denote the norm of a Banach space X. 
2. [x] will stand for the Banach space of continuous linear mappings from 
a Banach space X into itself. 
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3. The Greek letter p will always denote a positive finite nonatomic Bore1 
measure on a compact metric space S. The symbol p(., .) will denote a metric 
on a compact metric space T. The Greek lcttcr @ u ill stand for the empty set. 
The symbol xE will denote the characteristic function of a /l-measurable set R. 
4. If X is a Banach space and 7’ is a compact metric space then C[ 2: X] 01 
simply C will denote the Banach space of continuous mappings from T into X 
with norm 
i/fljc sup{/if(r)Jlx : t E 7’1. 
If p is a positive finite nonatomic Bore1 measure on 7’the symbolL[IT, X] will 
denote the equivalence class of measurable mappingffrom T into X such that 
the function t -+ Iif( is p-integrable. The norm in this space is 
5. By a partition of a set 7’ will be understood a sequence of mutually 
disjoint subsets of 1’ whose union is 7’. 
6. A simple mappingf from a measure space S into a Banach space X will 
be a mapping of the form .f == Cz, xE,zi , where the {&}, 1 .< i < n, are a 
measurable partition of S, {xi} are poin& in S and {xEiJ are the characteristic 
functions of the sets {&I. 
7. Let {Mk), i < k ,< 1, be a sequence of sets. The symbol 
will mean the union of a subsequence of (Mk} which depends on two fixed 
integers i and j. Here 1 (i, j) stands for the lowest integer occuring in the 
indices of the subsequence and nz(i, j) the highest. 
The notation 1 < i -< m(n) will mean that the upper limit of a sequence 
of positive integers depends on a fixed integer n. 
Dejinitions 
DEFI~YITI~N I. A family ,fl of p-measurable and uniformly bounded 
mappings from a measure space S into a Banach space X will be said to satisfy 
property H if for any two mappings fi and fi in &?’ and any measurable set E in 
S the mapping f --_ xEf 1 + xseEf 2 is in J&‘. 
Remark 1. From property H it is a simple matter to deduce that if the 
sequence {f i}, 1 < i < m, is in .M and (Ei), 1 :< i z< m, is a measurable 
partition of S then the mapping x:-t, xE,f i is also in J&. 
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RemaYk 2. If E is a measurable subset of a measure space S and if &? is 
a family of mappings satisfying property H, then the family of mappings 
XEA = (g : g = XE.f,f~Jq a so 1 satisfies definition one on the measure 
space E. 
DEFINITION 2. Let T be a compact metric space and X a Banach space. 
For each t in T let O&(t) denote a closed subset of X. Assume 
sup{/1 x /j : x E olc(t)) < M < +ac, 
for all t in T. Let .J? denote the family of all measurable mappings from 
T- X such that fin .& implies thatj(t) E e(t) for all t in T. 
Remark 3. The family .R satisfies definition one. Notice also that if {g,} 
is a sequence in J’? and g is a mapping from T + X such that 
lim,,, /[ gJt) - g(t)/! = 0 for all t in T then g is in J?. 
DEFINITION 3. Let T and S be compact metric spaces and let S be a 
measure space. Let X be a Banach space. Assume the measure, CL, on S is a 
finite positive nonatomic Bore1 measure. By a continuous kernel from 
T x S -+ [X] will be meant a continuous mapping G from a compact set K in 
T x S into [X] whose domain of definition satisfies the conditions: 
1. The set S, = {s : (t, s) E K} is p-measurable for each t in T. 
2. Given any E > 0 there exists a S(E) > 0 such that 
tL(St - &J + P(Sto - St) < E if pT(t, to) < 6. 
Remark 4. Condition 2 in Definition 3 implies that ] p(St) - p(S,)l < E 
if pT(t, to) < 6. 
Remark 5. If in Definition 3 S, = S for all t in T then G will be called a 
Fredholm kernel. Otherwise it will be called a Volterra kernel. 
Statement of Results 
PvopeYty 1. Let S be a measure space endowed with a finite positive 
nonatomic measure p and let X be a Banach space. Suppose &! is a family of 
p-measurable mappings from S into X which satisfies property H. Let M be 
a finite positive constant such that sup{]ij(s)\l : s E S} < M for all j in &‘. 
Define R == {I : Y = jsj(s) &(s), Jo J}. Then given any two points y1 and ~a 
in R, any 0: in the interval [0, I] and any E > 0 there exists anjin JZ? such that 
III p 444 - cyll - (1 - a) Y2 I/ < E. 
On the basis of property one we can prove: 
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'THEOREM 1. Assume that the hypotheses of property one ho/d and let R 
denote the closure of R in X. Then R is convex. 
COROLLARY. Let S be a compact metric spare NW! F : S x .V - f .Y a 
continuous mapping. Assume that 1: F(s, f (s))IJ ._ AI, I ’ m for all s in ,V and 
fin At. Let 
Ei: ‘y.r.= 
! . 
I‘ &f(s)) dP(s),fE .,&[. 
. s 
Then the closure of R in X is convex. 
THEOREM 2. Let T and S be compact metric spaces and X a Banach space. 
Let .A satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Assume G is a kernel which satisfies 
Definition 3. Then the.family of mappings: 
‘9 ~I 
! g 
:g(t) = /” G(t, s)f(s) dP(s),f+ 
* St 
is bounded in C[T, X] and its closure in C[T, X] is convex. 
COROLLARY. If F : S x XV-+ S is continuous and satisfies the hypotheses 
of the corollary to Theorem I and G satisjes Dejnition 3, then the family of 
mappings 
] <? : g(t) = j. 
St 
G(t, s) F(s,f(s)) d&), .f E .&I 
satisfies the conclusions of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose the following assumptions are valid: 
1. 7’ m-m S is a compact metric space with a positive finite nonatomic Bore1 
measure CL, and let A’ be a Banach space. 
2. .,!l is a measurable family of mappings .from S into X which satis$es 
Definition 2. 
3. F : 5’ x X --z X is continuous and such that I! F(s, x)ij s< iti1 
fey a0 jj x 1) c; M and a21 s in S. 
4. G is a kernel which satisfies Dt$nition 3. 
Let q E CUT, X]. Suppose the integral equation 
g =9-(f), f sL[T, X] 
which is given eJzplicitly by the formula 
g(t) = s(t) -‘- j-S G(t, ~)F(s,f(s)) 444, .fWT, Xl 
1 
< 
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is a compact mapping which maps A? CL[T, X] into J? I-Y C[ T, X]. Then the 
mapping defined by (1.2) has a fixed point. 
Remark 6. It is reasonable to ask if the assumption in Theorem 3 that 
F(A) C C[ T, X] does not impose some type of a priori convexity assumption 
on a(t). The following example shows that Q(t) need not be convex and yet 
the hypotheses of Theorem 3 are satisfied. 
Example. Consider the scalar integral equations 
40 = I“ [F,(t, 4 + F,(t, 41 ds> 44 Y(S)) ds 
0 
v(t) = jlJW. s>g(s, 44, Y(S)) ds. 
0 
Assume that Fl , F, and g are continuous in all their arguments, that 
I FL6 4 d 1, IF,(t,s)l f 1 for (t,s)E[O, 11 x [O, 11 and Ig(s,x,y)l <a 
for x E [-2a, 2a], y E [-a, a] and s E [0, 11. 
Let 4Y = {(x, y) : 1 y / < a, / x 1 < a -+ I y I} and let &Z! denote the family 
of all measurable mappings from [0, l] -+ q. It is easy to see that %! is not ^ 
convex and hence neither is A. On the other hand because of the assumptions 
on g, Fi and Fz 
i u(t)1 < I a ! + I @(t>i, 
I $91 G I a I. 
Hence (u(t), z(t)) are in @ for all t E [0, l] and all the hypotheses of Theorem 3 
are satisfied. 
PART II 
Proof of Results 
Proof of Property 1. Observe that R is not empty since the hypotheses of 
Property 1 insure that every mapping in J&’ is p-integrable (see, e.g., [a], 
p. 136). Corresponding to any r1 and ra in R are two mappings fl and fi in J%’ 
such that 
yi = s SfLs) d&9> 
i = 1,2. 
To each of these mappings may be associated two sequences of simple 
mappings of the form 
i = 1.2, 
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which converge a.e. on S tofi and are such that 
lim ’ 
J n-t@L s 
: f;qs) ---,1<(s) ’ d/L(S) =_ 0 
(see, e.g., [S], p. 128). Thus given any E > 0 there exists an integer N such that 
i 
A :;f&) --fi”(s)!l d/L(s) -c: -; (2.1) 
for all measurable sets A in S. Let OL be in [0, 13. Since the measure p is 
nonatomic we can find in each of the sets SiN, 1 .+i j -< m(N), a measurable 
subset Sj such that &SI) = ap(SjN). Notice, that since the {SjN> are mutually 
disjoint (they form a measurable partition of S), the sets (Sj) are also mutually 
disjoint. Let E = u:‘r’ Si and define the mapping 
f= XEfl +x,y-EfB (2.2) 
in A!. 
Consider the inequality 
(2.3) 
By construction f = fi on E and f = fi on S - E, a sSflN(s) d&s) = 
ss fiN(s) dp(s) and (1 - a) Js fi”(s) dp(s) == J--E fi”(s) dp(s). Making these 
substitutions in (2.3) we obtain the inequality 
11s ,; sf(s) 4-4) - a~1 - (1 - 4 yz j: 
G 1; jELfd4 - f?Wl 44/( -t )I a Jb [fi"(s) -fiNI (EcL(s)~I 
+ /I j 
S-E 
[f&) -f2Wl 444!l + 11~1 - 4 J’, [f?W - f&.N 444~~ 
<;+++;-+(I -,,+. 
This establishes Property 1. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let r and i be two points in R and (y. in [0, I]. Since 
f and P are in i? there exist two sequences (Fan} and (Tm} in R such that for each 
n ]I i; - r;t /( < l/n and I/ r’ - F7’,, 11 < l/n. By Property 1 there exists for each 
integer n a point 7, in R such that jl Y,, - CY, - (1 - CX) 7% I/ < l/n. Hence 
the inequality Ij old + (1 - a) P - Y, Ii < CL 11 r - Fn 11 f (1 - CY) !I 7 - ?n I) + 
jl a~~ + (1 + a) ??,, - Y,~ // < 2/71 holds for each n. This proves that 
CXF + (1 - a) i is in R and hence arbitrary convex combinations of elements in 
R are in J? which proves Theorem 1. 
Proof of the Corollary to Theorem I. Let J&? =- {g : g(s) = F(s, f (s)), f E A’]. 
Then the family k? satisfies definition one and if Z? = (g : ss g(s) dp(s), g E A} 
then Property 1 and Theorem I apply with k? and R replacing .,k’ and R, 
respectively. This proves the corollary. 
Before proving Theorem 2 we will establish two lemmas and two construc- 
tions which will be used in its proof. 
LEMMA 1. Let G(t, s), S and T satisfy Definition 3 and let ~7 be the farnib 
of all measurable mappings f from S into X such that sup{I/ f (s)ii : s E S} < 2M. 
Then the set (jS, G(t, s)f(s) dp(s),fE zK> . . IF e q uicontinuous andgiven any E > 0 
there exists a S(E) > 0 such that 
/) j,Tt ns Mto 2 4 - G(t, 4lfN 44+ -i- // J,,_, c;(to 3s>fW 441~~ 
0 t 
+ Ii js -s 
(2.4) 
G(t, s) f (s) dp(sj! < E 
t 43 
;I 
if f2-(t0 , t) < S(E). 
Proof. If (2.4) can be established, then the lemma will be proved since the 
right side of (2.4) always majorizes the expression 
Ii j,$ G&I > s)f(s) 444 - j, ‘ W, s)f(s) d/4+ . 
0 0 
According to definition three K (the domain of G) is a compact set in T x S. 
Thus given any E > 0 there is a sl(c) > 0 such that jl G(t, s) - G(to , s)]j < E 
if pT(t, to) < S,(E) and the points (t, s) and (to , s) are in K. There is also a 
h(c) > 0 such that p(& - S,J + p(St, - St) < c if pT(tO , t) < 6,(e). 
Choose 6(e) = mir&(e), S?(E)). Then (2.4) becomes 
Since G is continuous on a compact set the 
sup(II G(t, s)li : (t, s) E S; Go -.: -1 03. 
Thus the right side of the above inequality is less than or equal to 
2M E [p(S) + G,] which establishes Lemma 1. 
Construction 1. Let P(T) =- {t : (t, s) E K for some s in S) and 
P(S) = {s : (t, s) E K for some t in T}. Since K is compact so are the sets P(T) 
and P(S). As a consequence of Lemma 1 (in particular (2.4)) and Definition 3, 
given any positive integer n there exists S(l/n) > 0 such that if pT(tO , t) < 6 
then: 
1. For allfeZ 
G(fo ,$1 - G(t, &f(s) WJI; < ; . 
cLG%~ - S,) -I+ p(S, - s&J < ; . 
II W, s) -- G(to > s)ll < ; 
(2.5) 
if (t, s) and (t, , s) are in K. 
Hence there exists a covering of P(T) by a finite sequence of open sets 
(V,}, I ,< i < m(n), with diameters less than 6( I /n) such that if t,, and t are in 
Vi for some i then inequalities (2.5)-(2.7) hold. 
Let 
T, = I, 
R-l 
I’, -= T, - U Vj 
j=l 
m(n)-1 
T m(n) = V,(,) - IJ vj 
j=l 
The sets { Ti} form a disjoint covering of P( T). For each i choose ti E Ti n P(T) 
(We may assume this intersection is nonempty. Otherwise we could discard 
those Ti for which Ti n P(T) = Cp and relabel the remainder.) 
Associated with each ti there is by Assumption 1 in Definition 3 a 
measurable set in S, Sti = Si . Since S is compact we can find for each such 
Si a covering of open sets (Oij}, 1 < j < m(i), such that forj fixed 
II G(ti 2 4 - G(4, so)ll < ; (2.8) 
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ifs and sa are in Oij . As was done in the above paragraph for the sets (Vi], we 
can construct from the sets (Oij} a disjoint partition {Sij}, 1 <j < m(i), 
of each Si . Notice that this covering is measurable since in Definition 3 it 
is assumed that p is a Bore1 measure on S. 
In each set Sij choose a point sij . Define the mapping 
m(i) 
Gn(t, S) = C XS,,(S) G(t, 9 Sij) (2.9) 
j=l 
if t is in P(T) n Ti . Th’ 1s mapping is well defined since each t in P(T) is 
in one and only one of the sets P(T) n Ti and the sets {S,J are mutually 
disjoint for i fixed. If f is in X then for t fixed and in Ti 
11 j,, G(t> MS) 444 - j,, G(t, s)f(s) W,ll 1 
m(i) zz Iic s j=l s, ,nS, [G(ti 3 SU) - G(t, s)lf(s> &(sf 
” + /I j s,-s, Gn(t, s>f(s> W)lj + 1: js --s, G(t, s>f(s) d&)/i t t 
t [II G(ti 3 4 - G(ta 3s>ll +II G(ti > 4 - W>s>lll 44s) 
WG - St) + /4& - &)I. (2.10) 
Applying inequalities (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8) to (2.10) we obtain 
11 js, Gn(4 M(s) 4-4) - s,, G(t, s>f(s> 4&)11 
Equation (2.9) is Construction 1 and inequality (2.11) is the fundamental 
inequality which will be used in the proof of Theorem 2. 
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The following lemma, is in a sense, obvious. However, since it plays a vital 
role in Construction 2 and hence in the proof of Theorem 2, it is included for 
the sake of completeness. 
LEMMA 2. Let {E,], 1 S: j :s II, be an arbitrary finite sequence of nonempty 
sets. Then there exists a finite sequence of mutually &j&t sets (JJ, 
1 < i < m(n), such that for each j 
1?1 (j)
E.j = (J A,(j) 
i(j)=l(j) 
If the {Ej} are measurable then the sets {Aj} can be chosen to be measurable also. 
Proof. The proof is by induction. Let El and E2 be two sets. Form 
A, = El n E, , A, =: El -~ E, and d, == Eo, - El. Then the fAi} are 
mutually disjoint and ,4, u il, =- El and A, U A, 2; Ez 
Assume the lemma is true for any n -. 1 sets and let {Ei}, 1 < i < n, be 
given. Then for the first n - I sets there exist by the induction hypothesis 
mutually disjoint sets {M2}, 1 -1 i ,-: m(n - 1) which satisfy the conclusions 
of the lemma. This means 
Form the sets (E, n Mj), {n/r, - E,} and & - ny2F-t’ (E, n MJ. It is a 
simple matter to verify that these sets satisfy the conclusions of the lemma for 
the sequence {EJ, 1 < i -< 11. This proves the lemma. 
Construction 2. Consider the measurable sets (S(j), 1 < i :g m(n), 
1 < j < m(i), found in Construction 1. We apply Lemma 2 to these sets to 
obtain a finite sequence of disjoint measurable sets (Mj}, 1 < j < I, such that 
each set Sij can be represented in the form 
m(i.39 
Sij Z iJ Mk(i.j) (2.12) 
k(i,j)=l(i.f) 
(We tacitly assume that each of the Mk(i,j) is nonempty.) 
Each of the sets Si can now be written 
si = y{ sij = ?$; [ ‘y 
k(iA=l(i.j) 
Mk(i.j)] 
Since by construction Sii n S, ::= @ if j f q it follows that 
Ml,.(imj, n Mkcj.,) = @ if j f q. 
(2.13) 
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Hence the number of sets from the sequence {Mk) which enters into 
equation (2.13) for any given i is always less than or equal to 1. 
Let .&’ satisfy the hypotheses of Definition 1. Then given any fi and fi in 
& and 01 in [0, I] we can apply Remark 2 and Property 1 to find an f in & 
such that on each of the sets Mk , 1 < k < 1. 




= 2 ,,i,..;l,i j) xj"k(f*j) G(s, ' sd 
Also notice that if Sii satisfies (2.12) and t is in Ti then Eq. (2.9) can be written 
as 
m(i) 
Equations (2.14) and (2.15) are Construction 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2. From Lemma 1 it follows that the family 9 is 
uniformly equicontinuous in C[ T, X]. The boundedness of 9 is a consequence 
of the fact that the family JZ is uniformly bounded on X, that /[ G(t, s)ll is 
bounded on K and p(S) < co. 
Let g and j be in the closure, g, of 9 in C[T, X] and let OL be in [0, 11. 
There exist sequences {Jn} and {l’n} in JJY such that 




For each n we construct the mapping G,,(t, s) given by Eq. (2.9) and notice 
that it satisfies inequality (2.11). By construction 2 we can find for each n 
and any 01 in [0, I] a mappingf, in M such that 
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Using (2.16) and (2.17) we can write the inequalitv 
Using (2.13), (2.14) and (2.15) and the comment immediately following (2.13) 
we can write 
(2.20) 
Applying (2.11) and (2.20) to (2.19) we obtain 
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This shows that the sequence {g,} C 9 given by the equation 
converges uniformly on S to ag + (1 - a) ,j. Hence G? is convex. 
Proof of the Corollary to Theorem 2. Let 
.R = {k : F(s, f (s)) = k(s) for somef E A}. 
Then 
9 = ] g : g(t) = j-St G(t, $F(s,f(s)) dt(.(s), f E .I\ 
= g : jst G(t, s) k(s) &/J-(s), k E .x1 
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2 and thus also the conclusions. 
Proof of Theorem 3. By Lemma 1 the mapping defined by (1.1) is con- 
tinuous since it is compact. To complete the proof of the theorem we will 
show that the closure, .9(A), of .F(A?) is a closed convex set in C[T, X] 
which is mapped into itself by 9, then apply the Schauder fixed point 
theorem. 
Convexity follows from the corollary to Theorem 2. By assumption 
S(d) C A?. From Remark 3 it is then easy to deduct that 9(A?) C A?. 
Thus the inclusion relation 
holds and Schauder’s theorem can be applied. This completes the proof. 
I should like to thank the referee for pointing out that Property 1 of this 
paper is equivalent to Lemma 1 in [IO]. 
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